
Higher Learning Commission

4th Year Comprehensive Evaluation

Preparing for the Campus Visit

February 11, 2019 (all day)

February 12, 2019 (morning)



Agenda

• Higher Learning Commission

– Criteria for Accreditation

– The Standard Pathway

– Our Documents

– Visit and Team Members

– Possible Outcomes and Timeline

• Advice for Meeting with the Visit Team



HIGHER LEARNING COMMISSION

Part 1:



Regional Accreditation



The Criteria

Criterion 1 Mission

Criterion 2 Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct

Criterion 3 Teaching & Learning: 

Quality, Resources, and Support

Criterion 4 Teaching & Learning: 

Evaluation and Improvement

Criterion 5 Resources, Planning, & Institutional Effectiveness



Structure of the Criteria
Criterion Four. Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement

The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, 

learning environments, and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for 

student learning through processes designed to promote continuous improvement.

Core Components

4.A. The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs.

1. The institution maintains a practice of regular program reviews.

2. The institution evaluates all the credit that it transcripts, including what it awards 

for experiential learning or other forms of prior learning, or relies on the evaluation of 
responsible third parties.

3. The institution has policies that assure the quality of the credit it accepts in transfer.

The Criterion Itself
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Standard Pathway Process

• Periodic Comprehensive Evaluations (Year 4 and 
Year 10)
– Institution

• Assurance Argument and Evidence File

• Federal Compliance Filing

– Peer Review
• Comprehensive Evaluation (includes visit)

– HLC
• Action on Comprehensive Evaluation and Reaffirmation (Year 10 

only)









For your review

• Team Drives > JCU Faculty and Staff > HLC Materials 
2019
– Introduction

– Assurance Argument (narrative and evidence listing only)
• links DO NOT work

• also an outline

– Federal Compliance Form
• Supplement B1-1, Supplement B1-2, Appendix R, Appendices W1 

through W4

– Visit Schedule (when available)



The Team Members

• Dr. Elizabeth Tobin (chair)

– Provost and Dean Emerita of 

the College (Illinois College), 

formerly at Bates College

– History (PhD, Princeton, 1984; 

BA Swarthmore)

– Administration, assessment, 

first-year experience, gen ed, 

faculty eval/development, 

governance

– AACU, ACAD, CIC, AHA

• Dr. Albert C. Sears

– Professor of English (Silver Lake 

College); formerly at Berkshire 

Community College

– English (PhD, Lehigh, 2001; MA 

Sonoma St., BA Domican San 

Rafael)

– Assessment, IE, IR, 

governance, gen ed, 

program/curriculum design

– MLA, NCTE



The Team Members

• Mr. Martin Hanifin
– VP for Finance and 

Administration (Olivet 
College); formerly Paul Smith’s 
College, U of OR, CO St Univ-
Pueblo, U of WI-Eau Claire

– MPA, U of OK, 2007; JD, UVA; 
MA and BA in Goverment, 
UVA

– Budget/finance, Board, 
facilities, safety

• Dr. Caroline Lovelace Petr
– VP for Student Affairs & Dean 

of Students (Doane
University); 

– Ed Admin (PhD, U of NE-
Lincoln, 2009; MS Student 
Affairs Admin, U of NE-Lincoln; 
BA, English, Berry College)

– student affairs, conduct, 
housing, health, diversity, 
enrollment, retention

– NASPA



The Visit

• “Consult on institutional improvement” 

• Determine the extent to which we fulfil the Criteria 

• 1½ days on campus; arrive at hotel on Sunday; work 

at hotel and depart noon on Wednesday

• They cover their own expenses, are reimbursed by 

HLC, who bill us 

• No off-campus contact; no gifts, incentives, or 

compensation



The Visit

• Schedule set by team chair and ALO 1 or 2 weeks 

before visit

• Begin and end first day with President

• Monday Lunch with Board members

• 3 Open Sessions (Criteria 1&2; Criteria 3&4; Criterion 5)

• Optional Exit Session; however, THEY CANNOT 

DISCLOSE PRELIMINARY FINDINGS



Evidence and Findings

• Developing a Finding

– Analyze Evidence for Each Core Component

– Assign Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met



MET

• Team is able to demonstrate the institution is in 

compliance with the core component’s expectations.

• Teams may take note of any opportunities for 

improvement, but these are not “concerns” if the 

institution

– is aware of these opportunities,

– may have identified them in their documents, and

– has a reasonable plan or process to implement improvements.



MET WITH CONCERNS

• Team identifies an issue that must be improved in order 
to be in full compliance with the core component’s 
expectations.

• Team may also express “concerns” when the institution
– is not aware of the issues identified,

– has no plans or processes to implement any improvements, or

– may not possess the capacity or inclination to improve.

Interim monitoring always assigned.



NOT MET

• A team identifies a core component as not met 

when:

– Unable to demonstrate the institution is in compliance 

with the core component’s expectations, or 

– a systemic problem is identified.

Must recommend a sanction.

Related Assumed Practices will be noted.



Rubric

Core Components Criterion Recommendation

Any NOT MET NOT MET Probation or Withdrawal

Any MET WITH CONCERNS MET WITH CONCERNS Monitoring or Notice

All MET MET



Monitoring and Sanctions

• Monitoring
– concerns

– Interim Report(s) and possible Focused Visits

• On Notice
– at risk of being out of compliance

– placed on Standard Pathway

• Probation
– out of compliance

– removed from Pathway

• Withdrawal



Post-Visit Timeline

• 2 – 4 Weeks: Visit Team drafts report

• JCU reviews for Errors of Fact

• JCU may submit a Response

• All materials submitted to Institutional Actions 

Council for review 

– (next three meetings are March 4; March 18; April 15)



Big Picture

• The University is a substantially different 

place than it was in 2014 when we were 

placed on Notice.

• We have continued to move forward 

since the 2016 Notice Visit.



General Advice

• The visit team is confirming our compliance with the 
Criteria, not looking for perfection

• The visit can have serious consequences for all of us.
– Consider the progress we have made since 2014

– Acknowledge your own point of view and its limits

– Be brief (the Visit Team’s time is limited)

– Allow others to speak

• No need for modesty 

• Not the time to “grind axes”

Be honest



Specific Details for POLICY GROUPS

• Central to 2A, 5B, and 5D
– 2A: UCEP and UCAdP as initiatives to foster integrity of policies; 

Copyright Policy, integrity in personnel

– 5B: UCEP and UCAdP key to new governance structure, 
representation, and solicitation of community input

– 5D: key example of changes based on data

• Mentioned in 1C, 2E, 5A, and 5D
– 1C: policies that reflect diversity

– 2E: policies on academic integrity

– 5A: Space Policy and FP Space Committee mentioned in 
conversation about infrastructure

– 5D: Great Colleges and Data Governance, AdPR Results



Your Questions?


